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EDA wants tech  
to be the biggest
industry of Aotearoa



550
graduates since  
2014, 56 cohorts

1 to 4
teacher to student  

ratio, 50% contact time

Target of

185
graduates in 2020

Diversity -
44% female grads,

15% Māori

89%
get work in high  

tech role

Technical &  
Non technical

60+
hours per week  

for 15 weeks

Regions -

Gisborne

EDA - PTE established by tech sector



Future of work is tech

Just Transitions

New Zealand is facing  
a significant period of

change as it transitions to  
a low emissions economy  

that will impact the
future of work.

Lifelong Learning

The rate of technological  
and economic change

is accelerating. Lifelong  
learning is ensuring the  

skills system is responsive  
to the labour market.

Technology

Technology plays  
a crucial role in the  
context of the future

of work.



Products around cows

From

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

Building ecosystems around customers



Context
LIC is a  

dairy farmer  
owned listed  
cooperative,

750 FTE,
$246m

revenue

Technology  
embedded  

throughout the 
LIC business

Undertaking a  
digital business  
transformation

Approx

120 staff in  
technology in  
various roles,  
most based in 
the Waikato

MINDA SAAS

product for  
dairy farmers

$35m revenue



Process

• Do we train existing staff who work in  
legacy environments or hire
digital natives?

• LIC developers and testers working  
in legacy technology environments

• LIC is doing all new development  
in digital

• Dev Academy developed a bespoke
development programme for the LIC
team – a custom built syllabus

• Training in specific digital technology
tools and platforms

• 10 week programme for 23 staff –

10 weeks out of ‘development of product’



People
23 staff –

developers  
and testers

Know the  
business

Experienced in  
LIC and in  
LIC legacy

Don’t know  
digital



What was great?

The programme for 10  
weeks, was well designed  
and delivered

Team confidence  
improved significantly

Team now working on  
digital platforms

We developed our people  
to retain them and both  
LIC and they get the benefit

Team gained a lot of  
knowledge in the new  
tools and the platforms

OHI scores improved across  
technology (46 in 2018 to
52 in 2019, both bottom  
quartile. LIC as a whole is
72  (second quartile))



What could have been better?

Need to plan for the  
sustainability after the 10  
weeks – significant drop  off 
in cadence immediately  
after the programme could  
have been mitigated

Needed more ongoing  
support for the team

Expensive programme  
for LIC with LIC and  
societal benefits

We had too many junior  
staff not enough seniors  
being trained

Developers adapted  
better than testers (who  
we trained as developers)



Suggestions

Dollar for dollar  
matched funding for  
companies like LIC  
who invest in training  
through Micro-
Credentials or similar

Outcome based  
funding in vocational  
education - Give  
employers a voice
- EDA would love to

be paid when our  
students get a job

Even better

- incentivise  
educators to get  
them across the  
90 day mark
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